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Realization of a three-dimensional quantum Hall effect in a Zeeman-induced
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We propose a realization of a quantum Hall effect (QHE) in a second-order topological insulator (SOTI) in
three dimensions, which is mediated by hinge states on a torus surface. It results from the nontrivial interplay
of the material structure, the Zeeman effect, and the surface curvature. In contrast to the conventional two-
dimensional (2D)- and 3D-QHE, we show that the 3D-SOTI QHE is not affected by orbital effects of the applied
magnetic field, and it exists in the presence of a Zeeman term only, induced, e.g., by magnetic doping. To explain
the 3D-SOTI QHE, we analyze the boundary charge for a 3D-SOTI and establish its universal dependence on
the Aharonov-Bohm flux threading through the torus hole. Exploiting the fundamental relation between the
boundary charge and the Hall conductance, we demonstrate the universal quantization of the latter, as well as its
stability against random disorder potentials and continuous deformations of the torus surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum Hall effect (QHE), observed by Klitzing
et al. [1] in 1980, is one of the fundamental phenomena in
condensed-matter physics. It has since become a driving force
for the field of topological insulators (TIs) with a plethora of
new topological materials discovered in the past few decades
[2–7]. As a consequence, many intriguing generalizations,
such as the anomalous QHE (in the absence of an external
magnetic field) in two dimensions [8–22] and the three-
dimensional (3D)-QHE [23–27] have been studied. Moreover,
the concept of TIs has been extended to higher-order TIs,
which are governed by a new bulk-boundary correspondence
[28–35]. For example, a second-order (third-order) TI with
dimension D features D − 2 (D − 3) -dimensional hinge (cor-
ner) states. Recently, within 3D second-order TIs (3D-SOTIs),
an additional class of systems exhibiting the QHE has been
proposed [31,36–39].

One way to realize a 3D-SOTI is to build on a 3D-TI
[6,7,12,40–42] and introduce anisotropic gaps on different
surfaces (boundaries), e.g., with an effective Zeeman term
by magnetic doping or using an external magnetic field
[38,39,43–49]. At special positions where the effective gap
closes and reverses sign, topological hinge or corner states
emerge, in analogy to the Jackiw-Rebbi mode [50].

In this paper, we will consider such a model and discuss
a specific realization using a torus geometry (or smooth de-
formations thereof) as shown in Fig. 1, where the emerging
hinge states are shown with blue and red arrows. This geom-
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etry allows us to insert a magnetic flux φ through the torus
hole, and thus we construct a 3D analog of the Corbino disk,
which is used in the Laughlin argument for the conventional
2D-QHE [51]. However, in contrast to the Corbino setup, the
3D-SOTI QHE discussed here is not induced by orbital effects
but results purely from the Zeeman effect.

While there are several approaches known to deduce the
conventional 2D quantized Hall conductance [51–54], we will
present a generalization of a recently developed boundary
charge approach to the case of a 3D-SOTI, which, most im-
portantly, is applicable to both clean and disordered systems.
It is based on recent detailed studies of the boundary charge in
one-dimensional (1D) modulated wires [55–65], together with
dimensional extensions to 2D-QHE models [56,57] revealing
the fundamental relationship between the linear dependence
of the boundary charge on the phase of the potential in 1D
models and the quantized Hall conductance in 2D models, a
concept that can even be generalized to explain the fractional
QHE in the presence of interactions [62].

Most importantly, we demonstrate for the 3D-SOTI model
on a torus that the boundary charge, driven by the Aharonov-
Bohm flux φ = f φ0, where φ0 is the flux quantum, shows a
linear relation with respect to f , with the slope being universal
and quantized to integer numbers ±e, where e is the electron
charge. Examining all states below the chemical potential,
we reach a remarkable conclusion: the whole contribution to
the boundary charge comes only from the topmost occupied
valence band [shown in orange in Fig. 2(a)]. We further in-
clude disorder effects by considering a 3D tight-binding (tb)
counterpart of our continuum model with broken rotational
symmetry and show the robustness of the quantized slope.
The boundary charge concept thus provides a powerful tool
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FIG. 1. (a) Torus model and (b) its 2D cross-section in the x-z
plane. The torus hole is pierced by the Aharonov-Bohm flux φ =
f φ0. In addition, there is a constant uniform magnetic field B in the z
direction. The system hosts the clockwise (red) and counterclockwise
(blue) propagating hinge modes at the outer and inner equatorial
rings of the torus, respectively. The hinge states are localized within
the outer (or right) and the inner (or left) boundary regions [shown
in brown in (b)] of the width d (as measured in the radial direction).
The electric fields ER,L

ϕ and the Hall currents IR,L
ρ are generated upon

changing f as shown in (b).

in characterizing 3D-SOTIs, and it universally explains topo-
logical effects in condensed-matter systems as well as their
stability against random potential disorder and continuous
surface deformations.

II. MODEL

We consider a continuum model in a finite three-
dimensional region, which is confined to the interior of a torus
[see Fig. 1(a)], to realize a second-order TI with a minimal set
of ingredients, given by band inversion, spin-orbit coupling,
magnetic flux, and the Zeeman term. The Hamiltonian (with
e = h̄ = 1) is given by

H = σz

[
(p + A)2

2m∗ − δ

]
+ α σx(p + A) · s + εZsz, (1)

where p and S = 1
2 s are 3D vectors of the momentum and

the physical spin- 1
2 operators, respectively. The parameters m∗

and α > 0 are the effective mass of the electron and the spin-
orbit interaction, respectively, while εZ denotes the Zeeman
energy. Both the magnetization direction inducing the Zeeman
term and the uniform magnetic field B generated by the vector
potential A are assumed to point along the z-axis. We note
that εZ is an independent parameter, controllable by magnetic
doping. The Pauli matrices σi span the orbital degrees of
freedom. The parameter δ > 0 is chosen positive in order to
realize the band inversion at finite values of α, εZ , and B ≡
|B|. The vector potential A = AB + Aφ = Bρ

2 eϕ + φ

2πρ
eϕ ≡

Bρ

2 eϕ + f
ρ

eϕ contains the terms generating both the uniform
magnetic field B and the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) magnetic flux
φ. Here, we used the cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ϕ, z) and

introduced the number of flux quanta f = φ

φ0

!= φ

2π
.

Besides the spin-orbit length lso = 1/(αm∗), we introduce
two further typical scales lB and lZ associated with the orbital
magnetic field and the Zeeman term, respectively, via B =
1/l2

B and εZ = 1/(2m∗l2
Z ). In the main part of the paper, we

discuss the most critical case lB ∼ lZ of strong orbital fields,
and we show that the Hall conductance is quantized.

FIG. 2. (a) Low-energy spectrum of torus model in units of spin-
orbit energy εso = m∗α2

2 . Band indices are λ � −1 for valence bands,
λ � 1 for conduction bands, and λ = 0 for the band hosting Landau
surface states in the plateau region together with the right (R) and left
(L) hinge states in the steep parts of the dispersion. The parameters
are δ = 3 εso, lB = lZ = lso, l0 = 10 lso, and r0 = 5 lso. The lattice
constant was chosen a = lso/5 in the tb model calculation. The black
dashed line denotes the chemical potential μ = 0. Note that the two
bands λ = 0, −1 are almost degenerate along the plateau region but
separated by an (invisible) small gap. (b) Probability density of the
five states labeled with star symbols in (a) on the band λ = 0 at
j̃z = −98.5, −85.5, −49.5, −25.5, −17.5, shown from left to right
in the same sequence as in (a). The red (blue) star denotes the R
(L) hinge state, while the yellow, purple, and green stars denote the
Landau surface states with the intermediate angular positions of the
density localization.

In the torus geometry and in the absence of disorder,
the model (1) possesses axial symmetry generated by the
z-component of the total angular momentum operator Jz =
Lz + 1

2 sz = −i ∂
∂ϕ

+ 1
2 sz. Exploiting this symmetry, we reduce

the 3D model to an effective 2D model with the Hamiltonian
(see Appendix A for details)

h2D = σz

2m∗

[
− ∂2

∂x2
+ J2(x)

x2
− sz

J (x)

x2
− ∂2

∂z2
− 2m∗δ

]

+ ασx

[
−isx

∂

∂x
+ sy

J (x)

x
− isz

∂

∂z

]
+ εZsz. (2)

It is defined on the disk of radius r0 in the (x > 0, z) half-
plane, which is displaced away from the z-axis by l0 > r0 [see
Fig. 1(b)]. We introduce the following continuous parameter
j̃z = jz + f , where jz are half-integer eigenvalues of the op-
erator Jz, and f is restricted to fractional values, f ∈ [0, 1),
interpolating between adjacent values of jz. The parameter
j̃z appears inside the function J (x) = j̃z + Bx2

2 , where the last
term accounts for the orbital B-field effect.
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III. HINGE STATES

Approximating (2) by its tight-binding (tb) lattice coun-
terpart or by solving it directly in an appropriately chosen
basis (see in Appendix A), we calculate the band structure
shown in Fig. 2(a). Between the valence [ελ�−1( j̃z ) < μ]
and conduction [ελ�1( j̃z ) > μ] bands, there is a distinguished
band ελ=0( j̃z ) (orange line) that crosses the chemical potential
μ = 0 at the two points j̃∗z;R,L [with ε′

0( j̃∗z;R,L ) ≶ 0].
As shown in Fig. 2(b), the states on the negative (positive)

linear slope near j̃∗z,R ( j̃∗z,L) [indicated by the red (blue) star]
form the right (left) [or R (L)] hinge mode, with the density lo-
calized near the disk’s right (left) side θ = π

2 (θ = −π
2 ) [here

we use the polar coordinates associated with the disk x = l0 +
r sin θ , z = r cos θ , with θ ∈ (−π, π ] and r < r0]. The R (L)
hinge mode propagates in the clockwise (counterclockwise)
direction along the outer (inner) equator of the torus (looking
from the top); see the red (blue) line in Fig. 1(a). To reveal
details of the hinge mode properties, including their spinor
structure, we rely on the low-energy theory (see Appendix A)

valid in the regime l0 � r0 � lso and r0
lso

� l2
so

l2
Z

� lso
r0

.
It turns out that the R (L) hinge mode is exponentially

localized near the torus surface on the scale lso. Its angular
localization is Gaussian, with the variance σ

hinge
θ = lZ√

r0lso/2
�

lso
r0

featuring the scale lZ , which is indicative of the Zeeman
mechanism of the mode’s stabilization. The energy disper-
sions are approximated by εR,L

0 ( j̃z ) ≈ ∓ α
l0

( j̃z − j̃∗z;R,L ), where

the offsets j̃∗z;R,L ≈ −B·π (l0±r0 )2

2π
account the orbital B-field

effects—its flux quanta through the torus’ outer/inner equa-
torial rings.

IV. PLATEAU REGION

In the broad range j̃∗z,R < j̃z < j̃∗z,L, there is a nearly de-
generate plateau of weakly dispersing Landau surface states
(LSSs) [between yellow and green stars in Fig. 2(a)], which
are also localized near the torus surface on the scale lso. Look-
ing first at the states in the plateau’s middle [that is, near the

purple star in Fig. 2(a) at j̃z ≈ −Bπ l2
0

2π
], we observe that they

are the linear combinations of the so-called top and bottom
LSSs localized near θ = 0 and θ = π , respectively. Due to
the finite torus size, the splitting between ε0 and ε−1 in the
plateau’s middle is estimated by an exponentially small value
∝α

√
Be−2Br2

0 (for details, see Appendix A). The density of the
higher-energy state, i.e., belonging to the band ε0, is shown in
the central inset of Fig. 2(b). This state is drastically different
from the above-discussed hinge states, since its stabilization
occurs due to the orbital B-field effect, while the Zeeman
term produces only a perturbative contribution −εZ to its
energy. We also find that its angular variance σ LSS

θ = lB
r0

is both

independent of εZ and smaller than σ
hinge
θ .

The other states belonging to ε0 connect the top-bottom
LSSs in the plateau’s middle with the R (L) hinge mode.
The density localization position of the intermediate states
evolves in the θ direction with altering j̃z [see Fig. 2(b)],
while the variance σθ increases from σ LSS

θ to σ
hinge
θ . Their

stabilization mechanism accordingly changes from the orbital
to the Zeeman effect.

FIG. 3. Boundary charges vs f . The width of the boundary
region is d = 3 lso, other parameters being the same as in Fig. 2. Nu-
merical jz-summation spans the wide enough range [−199.5, 100.5]
ensuring convergence. The slope for the right (left) boundary charge
is −0.9993 (0.9952), which is obtained by linear fitting of the longer
segment of each curve (we use a discrete spacing  f = 0.05 refining
it to  f = 0.01 near the jump positions). The slope values agree
with the corresponding jump sizes. The latter occur at the flux values
f ∗
R ≈ 0.72 and f ∗

L ≈ 0.01, when an electron enters or leaves the
system. Inset: Partial contributions Q̄R,L

B,0 ( j̃z ) from the band ε0( j̃z ) and
the summation constraints imposed by the roots j̃∗z,R ≈ −98.78 and
j̃∗z,L ≈ −17.49 of the equation ε0( j̃z ) = μ = 0. Note that j̃∗z,R − f ∗

R =
−99.5 and j̃∗z,L − f ∗

L = −17.5 are half-integers.

V. BOUNDARY CHARGE AND 3D-SOTI QHE

A convenient way to introduce the Hall conductance is
to define it via the charge localized within an appropriately
chosen boundary region [55–58]. In our model, the outer (R)
and the inner (L) boundary regions BR,L [shown in brown in
Fig. 1(b)] are bounded by the cylindrical shells of the radii
ρR,L = l0 ± (r0 − d ), respectively. Choosing the width d such

that r0 � d � lso,
l2
Z

lso
, we ensure that the R/L hinge states are

fully confined within BR,L, respectively. It is natural to define
the boundary charges QR,L

B ( f ) = ∑
λ QR,L

B,λ ( f ), with

QR,L
B,λ ( f ) =

∑
jz,ελ( j̃z )<μ

Q̄R,L
B,λ ( j̃z ) −

∑
jz,ελ( jz )<μ

Q̄R,L
B,λ ( jz ), (3)

where Q̄R,L
B,λ ( j̃z ) = ∫

BR,L
dx dz|�λ(x, z; j̃z )|2 is a partial contri-

bution of the state (λ, jz ) evaluated at the AB flux f φ0. To
make the definition (3) insensitive to a specific choice of d , we
subtract a large background contribution at f = 0 (the second
term).

The central result of this paper, supported by the numerical
result shown in Fig. 3, is that the flux dependence QR,L

B ( f ) is
piecewise linear,

QR,L
B ( f ) = ∓ f ± �( f − f ∗

R,L ), (4)

with jumps at f = f ∗
R,L, where j̃∗z;R,L − f is a half-integer. The

slope value is correlated with the jump size such that the pe-
riodicity QR,L

B ( f ) = QR,L
B ( f + 1) is maintained. Changing the

flux adiabatically in time, the immediate consequence of (4)
is the quantization of the Hall conductance, relating the Hall
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FIG. 4. Boundary charges vs f calculated (with spacing  f = 0.01) for the 3D tb model in the presence of disorder potentials uniformly
distributed on the interval [−W/2,W/2] (we consider a single random disorder configuration for each disorder strength W ; other parameters
are as in Fig. 2). The results for every next W (in units of εso) are shifted vertically with the step 1.5. The fitted slope value for the right (left)
boundary charge is −0.915 (0.914); these values are the same for each W up to the quoted accuracy. Small deviations from the universal values
∓1 occur due to the larger lattice constant a3D = lso used in the 3D calculations (for further details, see Appendix C).

current to the electric field via IR,L
ρ = σ R,L

ρϕ ER,L
ϕ ; see Fig. 1(b)

and the discussion in Refs. [56,57,62]. Using Faraday’s law
and the continuity equation, we get ER,L

ϕ = −φ̇/(2πρR,L )

and IR,L
ρ = ±Q̇R,L

B /(2πρR,L ). Together with Q̇R,L
B ≈ ∂QR,L

B
∂ f ḟ

and φ̇ = 2π ḟ , we obtain the Hall conductance quantization

σ R,L
ρϕ = 1

2π

!= e2

h , which holds away from f = f ∗
R,L.

The second important result is that the contribution QR,L
B,λ

from all valence bands with λ � −1 is negligible (see
Appendix B for the numerical verification). This is an intu-
itively expected result, since the valence band ε−1 is separated
from the band ε0 by the topologically trivial, though exponen-
tially small, gap. The nonzero contribution to the boundary
charge is thus provided by ε0, which is shown in the inset of
Fig. 3.

Let us provide the analytical arguments explaining the
above results. The discrete jumps of QR,L

B ( f ) at f = f ∗
R,L

obviously occur at those flux values for which a half-integer
jz exists with jz + f ∗

R,L = j̃∗z;R,L . These are the points where
the R/L hinge modes of the λ = 0 band cross the chemical
potential, leading to a jump of QR,L

B,λ=0( f ) by ±1. In contrast,
for all fully occupied bands λ < 0, there is no jump.

The linear dependence on the flux follows essentially from
the smooth behavior of Q̄R,L

B,λ ( j̃z ) as a function of j̃z, i.e., it
varies typically on the scale  j̃z ∼ j̃∗z,L − j̃∗z,R of the plateau
size; see the inset in Fig. 3 for λ = 0 [the same applies for all
λ �= 0, except that the asymptotic values of Q̄R,L

B,λ ( j̃z ) at j̃z →
±∞ are coinciding]. The plateau size is estimated by the num-
ber NB ∼ r0l0/l2

B of the B-field flux quanta threaded through
the torus surface. Therefore, the nth derivative of Q̄R,L

B,λ ( j̃z )
scales like 1/Nn

B in the plateau’s region, being negligibly
small outside it. Along with an additional factor NB from the
sum over jz, this scaling leads to the scaling ( d

df )nQR,L
B,λ ( f ) ∼

1/Nn−1
B . Thus, all higher-order (n � 2) derivatives are negli-

gible at NB � 1. This can be achieved to any desired accuracy
by increasing the scale l0. Therefore, only the linear term in f
contributes significantly to QR,L

B,λ ( f ) for each band. Since the

slope value of the linear term of QR,L
B,λ ( f ) is correlated with

the discrete jumps due to the periodicity property QR,L
B,λ ( f ) =

QR,L
B,λ ( f + 1), we find that the slope is zero for all bands λ < 0,

and ∓1 for λ = 0. This proves the negligible contribution of
the valence bands ελ�−1 and the entire contribution of the
band ε0 to the universal linear slope of the total boundary
charge.

VI. DISORDER EFFECTS

We add random disorder potentials to every site of the 3D
tb lattice realization of the Hamiltonian (1). Disorder breaks
the rotational symmetry, and neither the quantum number jz
nor the band index λ remains well-defined. Remarkably, the
boundary charge QR,L

B , in which all the states below μ are
accounted for, as well as its relation to the Hall conduc-
tance are still well-defined. In Fig. 4 we show (providing
the details of the calculation in Appendix C) that the linear
slopes of QR,L

B ( f ) remain very close to the universal values
∓1, i.e., staying essentially unaffected by disorder (the latter
affects only the jump position, which is nonuniversal). This
demonstrates the fundamental significance of the boundary
charge concept: It is capable of explaining the Hall con-
ductance quantization even in the disordered case, when the
simple clean-case explanation presented above is no longer
applicable.

VII. DISCUSSION

The proposed 3D-SOTI QHE is robust to disorder, which
is very promising for its experimental realization using stan-
dard 3D-TIs with Zeeman fields induced by external magnetic
fields, magnetic doping, or nearby ferromagnets. It occurs
specifically only in 3D systems (for system sizes exceeding
the localization length of hinge states) and is insensitive to
orbital effects (see Appendix D), providing various finger-
prints for its unique observation. Moreover, it is robust to
shape distortions and will even occur in a spherical model with
an infinitesimally thin hollow tube along the vertical axis (to
allow for the Aharonov-Bohm flux insertion): The boundary
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charge showcases the same qualitative features as in the torus
model (see Appendix E), and its detailed study opens another
avenue of future research.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECTIVE LOW-ENERGY THEORY

1. Derivation of the effective two-dimensional model
by exploiting the rotational symmetry

In the cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ϕ, z), the Hamiltonian (1)
acquires the form

H = σz

2m∗

[
− 1

ρ

∂

∂ρ
ρ

∂

∂ρ
+ 1

ρ2

(
−i

∂

∂ϕ
+ f + Bρ2

2

)2

− ∂2

∂z2
− 2m∗δ

]

+ ασx

[
− isρ

∂

∂ρ
+ sϕ

ρ

(
−i

∂

∂ϕ
+ f + Bρ2

2

)

− isz
∂

∂z

]
+ εZsz, (A1)

where

sρ = sx cos ϕ + sy sin ϕ, (A2)

sϕ = −sx sin ϕ + sy cos ϕ. (A3)

Performing the unitary transformation Uϕ = e− i
2 ϕe

i
2 szϕ ,

which transforms

UϕsρU †
ϕ = sx, (A4)

UϕsϕU †
ϕ = sy, (A5)

and

UϕJzU
†
ϕ =Uϕ

(
−i

∂

∂ϕ
+ 1

2
sz

)
U †

ϕ = −i
∂

∂ϕ
+ 1

2
≡ Ĵz, (A6)

supporting the periodic boundary conditions in ϕ, we obtain

h3D = UϕHU †
ϕ = σz

2m∗

[
− 1

ρ

∂

∂ρ
ρ

∂

∂ρ

+ 1

ρ2

(
Ĵz − 1

2
sz + f + Bρ2

2

)2

− ∂2

∂z2
− 2m∗δ

]
(A7)

+ασx

[
− isz

∂

∂ρ
+ sy

ρ

(
Ĵz − 1

2
sz + f + Bρ2

2

)

− isz
∂

∂z

]
+ εZ sz. (A8)

By virtue of the Uϕ transformation, we remove the ϕ-
dependence from the Hamiltonian and thereby explicitly
manifest the rotational symmetry about the z axis, [h3D, Ĵz] =
Uϕ[H, Jz]U †

ϕ = 0.
The total angular momentum operator Ĵz can be replaced

by its half-integer eigenvalue jz. Combining the latter with f ,
we obtain the parameter j̃z = jz + f . In addition, we perform
the transformation

h2D = √
ρ h3D

1√
ρ

(A9)

in order to have the Euclidean scalar product in the
effective two-dimensional model formulated in the half-
plane (x > 0, z). Finally, renaming ρ → x, we obtain the
Hamiltonian (2).

2. Coordinate transformation

The Hamiltonian (1) for the torus model can be alterna-
tively represented in the new—toroidal-poloidal—coordinate
system,

x = l0 + r sin θ, (A10)

z = r cos θ, (A11)

where r < r0 < l0 and θ ∈ (−π, π ]. Transforming the differ-
ential operators, we obtain

∂

∂x
= sin θ

∂

∂r
+ cos θ

r

∂

∂θ
= 1

2
(�+ − �−), (A12)

∂

∂z
= cos θ

∂

∂r
− sin θ

r

∂

∂θ
= i

2
(�+ + �−), (A13)

where

�± = −ie±iθ ∂

∂r
± e±iθ

r

∂

∂θ
. (A14)

In addition, the two-dimensional Laplace operator reads

∇2
2D = ∂2

∂x2
+ ∂2

∂z2
= ∂2

∂r2
+ 1

r

∂

∂r
+ 1

r2

∂2

∂θ2
. (A15)

Then, we rewrite (2) as

h2D = σz

2m∗

[
−∇2

2D +
(

j̃z
x

+ Bx

2

)2

− sz

(
j̃z
x2

+ B

2

)
− 2m∗δ

]

+ ασx

[
sz − isx

2
�+ + sz + isx

2
�− + sy

(
j̃z
x

+ Bx

2

)]

+ εZsz. (A16)

3. Matrix elements of the 2D model
on the basis of Bessel functions

To compute matrix elements in the torus model, we in-
troduce the eigenbasis of −∇2

2D with the open boundary
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conditions on the disk r < r0,

un, jn (r, θ ) = 〈r, θ |n, jn〉 = 1√
Nn, jn

Jn

(
ξn, jn

r

r0

)
einθ

√
2π

.

(A17)

It is expressed in terms of the Bessel function Jn and its zeros
ξn, jn enumerated by jn ∈ N for each n ∈ Z. Being normalized
by

Nn, jn = r2
0

2
[J ′

n(ξn, jn )]2, (A18)

the eigenfunctions (A17) obey the orthogonality
condition

〈n′, j′n′ |n, jn〉 =
∫ 2π

0
dθ

∫ r0

0
dr r u∗

n′, j′
n′ (r, θ ) un, jn (r, θ )

= δn′nδ j′n, jn . (A19)

Focusing on the representation (A16), we analytically eval-
uate the matrix elements

〈n′, j′n′ | − ∇2
2D|n, jn〉 = δn′nδ j′n, jn

(
ξn, jn

r0

)2

, (A20)

〈n′, j′n′ |�±|n, jn〉 = −δn′,n±1

r0
(−1) jn+ j′n±1 sgn (n ± 0+)

× 2i ξn, jn ξn±1, j′n±1

ξ 2
n, jn

− ξ 2
n±1, j′n±1

, (A21)

and numerically we evaluate the matrix elements 〈n′,
j′n′ |x|n, jn〉, 〈n′, j′n′ |x2|n, jn〉, 〈n′, j′n′ | 1

x |n, jn〉, 〈n′, j′n′ | 1
x2 |n, jn〉.

Choosing an appropriate high-energy cutoff, we diagonal-
ize the matrix Hamiltonian and compare its spectrum in Fig. 5
with the tb model spectrum presented in Fig. 2(a).

4. Effective surface model

To derive an effective surface model, we apply the follow-
ing unitary transformation to the Hamiltonian (A16):

Uθ = e− i
2 θe

i
2 syθ , (A22)

which maintains the periodic boundary conditions in the θ

variable.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the low-energy states calculated within
the tb model (blue dots) and the continuum model (orange circles) at
f = 0 (same parameters as in Figs. 2 and 3). Small deviations can be
consistently eliminated by reducing the lattice constant value in the
tb model and by increasing the high-energy cutoff in the continuum
model.

The transformation (A22) acts as follows:

Uθ sxU
†
θ = sx cos θ + sz sin θ, (A23)

Uθ szU
†
θ = −sx sin θ + sz cos θ, (A24)

Uθ (sx sin θ + sz cos θ )U †
θ = sz, (A25)

Uθ (sx cos θ − sz sin θ )U †
θ = sx, (A26)

and

Uθ

∂

∂θ
U †

θ = ∂

∂θ
+ i

1 − sy

2
. (A27)

The listed transformed operators are to replace in (A16) their
initial counterparts.

In addition to (A22), we transform wave functions � →√
r� in order to absorb the functional determinant r into

the wave function’s definition. Accordingly, we transform all
operators, O → √

rO 1√
r
. Thus we get

h̃2D = √
rUθh2DU †

θ

1√
r

= σz

2m∗

[
− ∂2

∂r2
+ 1

r2

(
−i

∂

∂θ
+ 1

2

)2

− sy

r2

(
−i

∂

∂θ
+ 1

2

)
+

(
j̃z
x

+ Bx

2

)2

− (−sx sin θ + sz cos θ )

(
j̃z
x2

+ B

2

)
− 2m∗δ

]

+ ασx

[
−isz

∂

∂r
+ sx

r

(
−i

∂

∂θ
+ 1

2

)
+ sy

(
j̃z
x

+ Bx

2

)]
+ εZ (−sx sin θ + sz cos θ ). (A28)

For a sufficiently large radius r0 � lso, we can neglect the curvature effects in deriving the low-energy theory for surface
states. Considering first the radial part of (A28),

h̃(0)
2D = σz

2m∗

[
− ∂2

∂r2
− 2m∗δ

]
− iασxsz

∂

∂r
, (A29)

we establish that surface states are zero-energy states of this Hamiltonian, and their radial dependence is captured by the ansatz

ψsurface(r) ∝ e−(r0−r)/lso sin[kF (r0 − r)], (A30)
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with kF =
√

2m∗δ − (m∗α)2. Inserting it into (A29), we obtain an equation for the spinor structure |χsurface〉 of the surface states,

1 − σysz

2
|χsurface〉 = 0. (A31)

Hence we find the projector onto the surface states subspace,

Psurface = 1 + σysz

2
. (A32)

Projecting (A28) onto the surface states subspace, averaging the radial degree of freedom in the state (A30), and additionally
approximating 〈g(r)〉 ≈ g(r0), we obtain the effective low-energy theory for the surface states,

hsurface = Psurface

[
σzsy

(
α

r0
− 1

2m∗r2
0

)(
−i

∂

∂θ
+ 1

2

)
− σzsx

(
α

x
− sin θ

2m∗x2

)(
j̃z + Bx2

2

)
+ εZsz cos θ

]
Psurface, (A33)

with x = l0 + r0 sin θ .

5. Hinge and Landau surface states in the torus model

a. Right and left hinge states

To describe the right and left hinge states, we consider l0 � r0 � lso in the effective surface Hamiltonian (A33) and derive

hsurface ≈ Psurface

[
σzsy

α

r0

(
−i

∂

∂θ
+ 1

2

)
− σzsx

α

l0

(
j̃z + Bx2

2

)
+ εZsz cos θ

]
Psurface. (A34)

Near θ = ±π
2 , we approximate

hsurface ≈ Psurface

[
−iσzsy

α

r0

∂

∂θ
+ σzsy

α

2r0
− σzsx

α

l0

(
j̃z + B(l0 ± r0)2

2

)
+ εZ sz cos θ

]
Psurface. (A35)

At j̃z ≈ −B(l0±r0 )2

2 , we solve the eigenvalue problem for a hinge state with nearly zero energy,[
−iσzsy

α

r0

∂

∂θ
+ εZsz cos θ

]
e±εZ

r0
α

sin θ |χ̃R,L〉 = 2εZe±εZ
r0
α

sin θ sz cos θ
1 ∓ σzsx

2
|χ̃R,L〉 = 0. (A36)

Thus |χ̃R,L〉 is a simultaneous eigenstate (to the eigenvalue +1) of the projectors Psurface = 1+σysz

2 and 1±σzsx

2 . It reads

|χ̃R,L〉 = 1

2

[(
1
i

)
σz

(
1
0

)
sz

±
(

1
−i

)
σz

(
0
1

)
sz

]
. (A37)

Noticing that 〈χ̃R,L|σzsy|χ̃R,L〉 = 0, we perturbatively evaluate the energy dispersion in j̃z,

εR,L( j̃z ) ≈ −〈χ̃R,L|σzsx|χ̃R,L〉α

l0

(
j̃z + B(l0 ± r0)2

2

)
= ∓α

l0

(
j̃z + B(l0 ± r0)2

2

)
. (A38)

Undoing the θ -transformation, we obtain

|χR,L〉 =U †
θ |χ̃R,L〉 = ei θ

2

2

[(
1
i

)
σz

(
cos θ

2
sin θ

2

)
sz

±
(

1
−i

)
σz

(− sin θ
2

cos θ
2

)
sz

]
. (A39)

Note that σxsy|χR,L〉 = ∓|χR,L〉.

b. Top and bottom Landau surface states

To describe the top and bottom Landau surface states, we

consider the values j̃z ≈ −Bl2
0

2 , which correspond to the spatial
localization at sin θ ≈ 0, that is, θ ≈ 0 or θ ≈ π .

Carefully approximating

hsurface ≈ Psurface

[
σxsx

α

r0

(
−i

∂

∂θ
+ 1

2

)
+ σxsy

α

l0

(
j̃z + Bl2

0

2

)

+ σxsyαBr0 sin θ + εZ sz cos θ

]
, (A40)

we extract the leading-order Hamiltonian

h(0)
TB ≈ −iσxsxPsurface

α

r0

[
∂

∂θ
− szBr2

0 sin θ

]
. (A41)

It possesses the two zero-energy solutions: the top and
bottom states ∝ e±Br2

0 cos θ with sz = ∓1, which are lo-
calized near θ ≈ 0 and θ ≈ π , respectively. Their spinor
structure is determined by the relations σysz = +1 and
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sz = ∓1:

|χ̃T 〉 = 1√
2

(
1
−i

)
σz

(
0
1

)
sz

, (A42)

|χ̃B〉 = 1√
2

(
1
i

)
σz

(
1
0

)
sz

. (A43)

Undoing the θ -transformation, we obtain

|χT 〉 = U †
θ |χ̃T 〉 = e

i
2 θ

√
2

(
1
−i

)
σz

(− sin θ
2

cos θ
2

)
sz

, (A44)

|χB〉 = U †
θ |χ̃B〉 = e

i
2 θ

√
2

(
1
i

)
σz

(
cos θ

2

sin θ
2

)
sz

. (A45)

The energy of these states is obtained from the perturbative
j̃z-independent correction

εT,B ≈ −εZ . (A46)

The degeneracy is lifted by the exponentially small overlap of
the two states, which leads to the symmetric and antisymmet-
ric combinations of the top and bottom states. In particular,
projecting the initially neglected small terms

hsurface ≈ Psurface

×
[
σxsx

α

2r0
+ σxsy

α

l0

(
j̃z + Bl2

0

2

)
+ εZ sz cos θ

]
(A47)

onto the subspace spanned by the top and bottom states found
above in the leading approximation, we obtain the following
effective 2 × 2 Hamiltonian:

heff
surface = − εZ + α

2r0N

×
(

0 i + 2r0
l0

(
j̃z + Bl2

0
2

)
−i + 2r0

l0

(
j̃z + Bl2

0
2

)
0

)
,

(A48)

where

N = 1

2π

∫ π

−π

dθe±2Br2
0 cos θ ≈ e2Br2

0

2
√

πBr2
0

, Br2
0 � 1. (A49)

Diagonalizing (A48), we obtain the energy splitting

ε( j̃z ) ≈ α

r0N

√
1 + 4r2

0

l2
0

(
j̃z + Bl2

0

2

)2

. (A50)

It is minimal in the plateau’s middle,

ε

(
j̃z ≈ −Bl2

0

2

)
≈ α

r0N
≈ 2α

√
πBe−Br2

0 , (A51)

giving an estimate of the splitting between ε−1 and ε0 bands.

APPENDIX B: VANISHING CONTRIBUTION TO THE
BOUNDARY CHARGE FROM THE BANDS ελ�−1

Studying numerically the quantity

Q̃R,L
B ( j̃z ) =

∑
λ�−1

[
Q̄R,L

B,λ ( j̃z ) − Q̄R,L
B,λ (| j̃z| → ∞)

]
, (B1)

we obtain the results shown in Fig. 6(a). Evaluating the sum∑
jz

Q̃R,L
B ( jz + f ), we obtain a small number of O(1) which is

constant for all values of f [see Fig. 6(b)]. Then∑
λ�−1

∑
jz

[
Q̄R,L

B,λ ( jz + f ) − Q̄R,L
B,λ ( jz )

]

=
∑

jz

[
Q̃R,L

B ( jz + f ) − Q̃R,L
B ( jz )

] = 0, (B2)

which proves the vanishing contribution of the bands ελ�−1 to
the boundary charge.

APPENDIX C: DETAILS OF THE TIGHT-BINDING
MODELING AND CALCULATION

OF THE BOUNDARY CHARGE

1. 2D tight-binding model as a discrete version
of the continuum model

To numerically solve the effective 2D continuum model
shown in Eq. (2), we first replace the continuous coordinates
by discrete sites, and we substitute the derivatives with finite
differences [67]. The site labeled by i has the position ri =
maêx + naêz, where m, n are integer numbers, a is a lattice
constant chosen to be small as compared to other scales in
the model, and êζ with ζ = x, z is the unit vector pointing
towards the ζ -direction. In the lattice representation, the dif-
ferential operators are replaced as ∂2

∂ζ 2 ψ (x, z)|ri = 1
a2 [ψ (ri +

aêζ ) − 2ψ (ri ) + ψ (ri − aêζ )] and ∂
∂ζ

ψ (x, z)|ri = 1
a [ψ (ri +

aêζ ) − ψ (ri )], where ψ (x, z) is the 2D wave function. With
this approximation, we get the matrix representation of the
Hamiltonian (2), which is in the tb form and only contains
the nearest coupling terms between adjacent sites. To get the
geometry of a disk as shown in Fig. 1(b), we consider a
rectangular grid with length and width slightly larger than 2r0,
and we choose the center of the grid to coincide with that
of the disk. By applying an infinitely large on-site potential
outside the disk boundary, we achieve a realization of the
open boundary conditions on the disk boundary. By exact
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix, we obtained the
band structure, the density of states, and the boundary charge.
In Fig. 5 we compare the low-energy states obtained from the
2D tb model by setting a = lso/5, and the one from directly
solving the continuum model (2) in the basis introduced in
Appendix A 3. The good agreement validates the accuracy of
the 2D tb approximation.

2. Tight-binding Hamiltonian of the 3D TI under magnetic fields

To calculate the boundary charge in the presence of disor-
der potential, we use a 3D tb Hamiltonian of a TI [68,69]. The
Hamiltonian defined on a cubic lattice is written as

H tb
3D =

∑
i

t |ri〉Mi〈ri|

+
∑

i

∑
ζ=x,y,z

t
(|ri + a3Dêζ 〉Tζ eiφri ,ri+a3D êζ 〈ri| + H.c.

)
,

(C1)

where |ri〉 is the Wannier basis denoting the lattice site
with real-space position ri, and it has both orbital and
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FIG. 6. (a) j̃z-resolved boundary charges as defined in Eq. (B1). (b) The summed values
∑

jz
Q̃R,L

B ( jz + f ) (same parameters as in Figs. 2
and 3). In the numerical summation, jz ranges from −199.5 to 100.5.

spin degrees of freedom encoded in the components |ri〉 =
(|r1↑

i 〉, |r1↓
i 〉, |r2↑

i 〉, |r2↓
i 〉)T with σ = 1, 2 and s =↑,↓. Here

t and a3D represent the hopping amplitude and the lattice
constant of the 3D tb model, respectively. The on-site matrix
elements are given by Mi = m0σz + zsz + Ui ≡ M0 + Ui,
where z is the dimensionless Zeeman energy in units of t ,
and Ui is the on-site disorder potential, which is uniformly
distributed within [−W/2,W/2], with W being the character-
istic disorder strength. The hopping matrix elements are given
by Tζ = −αtb

2i σxsζ − m1
2 σz.

The orbital effect of the magnetic field is included by
adding a phase factor φri,ri+a3D êζ

= −2π
∫ ri+a3D êζ

ri
A · dr/φ0

to the hopping matrices Tζ , with the vector potential A con-
taining contributions that generate both the uniform magnetic
field B and the AB flux. In the real calculations to get the
geometry of a torus, we start with a cuboid of the size
Nx × Ny × Nz × a3

3D, and we restrict the actual volume to the
interior of the torus (

√
x2 + y2 − l0)2 + z2 < r2

0 by applying
an infinite on-site potential outside it. To simplify the numer-
ical calculation, we use the Landau gauge (−By, 0, 0) for AB,
and the discontinuous gauge 2π f δ(ϕ)∇ϕ for Aφ .

Let us now relate the parameters of the above-introduced
3D tb model to the parameters of the Hamiltonian (1) in the
main text. To this end, we first omit in the 3D tb Hamiltonian
the disorder term Ui and the orbital effects of the magnetic
fields, and we relax the boundary conditions. This restores the
translational invariance and allows us to introduce the Bloch
Hamiltonian

H tb
3D =

∑
k

|k〉
⎡
⎣tM0 +

∑
ζ=x,y,z

(
tTζ e−ik·êζ a3D + tT †

ζ eik·êζ a3D
)⎤⎦

〈k| ≡
∑

k

|k〉h3D(k)〈k|, (C2)

with

h3D(k) = tzsz + tαtbσx(sx sin kxa3D

+ sy sin kya3D + sz sin kza3D)

+ tσz[m0 − m1(cos kxa3D + cos kya3D + cos kza3D)].

(C3)

Approximating this expression around the � = (0, 0, 0) point
in the Brillouin zone by virtue of the relations sin kζ a3D ≈
kζ a3D and cos kζ a3D ≈ 1 − 1

2 k2
ζ a2

3D, we get

h3D(k) ≈ tσzs0

[
m1a2

3D

2
k2 − (3m1 − m0)

]

+ tαtba3Dσx(k · s) + tzsz. (C4)

To achieve the equivalence between (C4) and (1), we identify
tm1a2

3D
2 = 1

2m∗ , t (3m1 − m0) = δ, tαtba3D = α, and tz = εZ .
By setting the hopping energy t = εso and the lattice constant
a3D = lso, we get the following values of the dimensionless
parameters in the 3D tb Hamiltonian: m1 = 2, m0 = 3, αtb =
2, and z = 1, in accordance with the parameter values of the
Hamiltonian (1) specified in the caption of Fig. 2. The orbital
effect of the magnetic field is incorporated by substituting k
with k + A. The magnetic flux through each unit cell pro-
jected onto the x-y plane generated by the uniform magnetic
field B is calculated to be φxy = Ba2

3D = 1. This observation
helps us to calculate numerically the phase factor φri,ri+a3D êζ

appearing in (C1).
Having established the correspondence in the low-energy

description between the 3D tb Hamiltonian and its continuum
model counterpart, we further use the tb model to evaluate the
boundary charge in the presence of on-site disorder breaking
the rotational symmetry.

3. Green’s function method in calculating the boundary charge

Since we have used a 3D cuboid to simulate the torus
model, the starting lattice has Nx × Ny × Nz sites. Account-
ing for the spin and orbital degrees of freedom, we obtain
the Hilbert space dimension of the tb Hamiltonian to be
NH = 4 × Nx × Ny × Nz. For the torus with l0 = 10 lso and
r0 = 5 lso, we need at least Nx = Ny = 31 and Nz = 11. Ex-
actly diagonalizing such a huge matrix of the dimension NH =
42 284 requires a large amount of virtual computer memory
rendering the calculation very time-consuming. Instead of this
direct approach, we adhere to the recursive Green’s-function
method [70] to calculate the boundary charge. This method
allows us to separate the task into hundreds of jobs which
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FIG. 7. (a) Low-energy spectrum of the torus model (in units of spin-orbit energy εso) without the magnetic orbital effect (B = 0). The
parameters we use here are δ = 3 εso, l0 = 10 lso, r0 = 5 lso, and εZ = εso. The chemical potential is set to μ = 0.15. (b) Right and left boundary
charges as functions of f feature the linear slopes with the values −0.9859 and 0.9523, respectively, which are complemented by the jumps
with the corresponding amplitudes at the flux values f ∗

R ≈ 0.43 and f ∗
L ≈ 0.92. The actual numerical summation runs over the jz range from

−149.5 to 150.5, which is sufficient to ensure convergence. The width of the boundary regions is d = 3 lso. It accommodates approximately
98.53% (95.23%) of the weight of the right (left) hinge state at the energy ≈0.1508 εso (≈0.1490 εso) [see the insets in (a)], and this explains
the deviation of the jump (and the slope) size from the universal unit value.

can be computed in parallel on a high-performance computing
cluster.

The total charge within the region B below the chemi-
cal potential of the 3D lattice system is defined as Qtb

B =∫ ∞
−∞ dε

∑
i∈B �(μ − ε)ρi(ε) = ∑

i∈B Qtb(i), where Qtb(i) ≡∫ μ

−∞ dερi(ε) = ∑
ελ�μ ρi(ελ) is the total charge at site i.

Here ελ is the discrete eigenvalues of the isolated sys-
tem with eigenstate |λ〉, ρi(ελ) = |〈ri|λ〉|2, and ρi(ε) =∑

ελ
ρi(ελ)δ(ε − ελ) is the local density of states at site i.

Further, we represent

Qtb(i) = 1

2π i

∫
C

dz Gi(z) (C5)

in terms of the site-diagonal components Gi(z) =
〈ri|G(z)|ri〉 = ∑

ελ

ρi (ελ )
z−ελ

of the Green’s function G(z) =
(z − H tb

3D)−1. In this expression, a counterclockwise
integration path C in the complex-z plane encompasses the
poles of Gi(z) at z = ελ lying below the chemical potential μ.

To facilitate the integration, we use a rectangular loop C
with the four corners in the complex plane: z1(2) = μ + 0+ ∓
bMi and z3(4) = −aM ± bMi, where bM and aM are both large
and positive real numbers denoting the absolute maximum
values of the imaginary and real part of z, respectively. This
allows us to express

Qtb(i) = 1

2π

∫ bM

−bM

db Re[Gi(μ + 0+ + bi)]

+ 1

π

∫ μ+0+

−aM

da Im[Gi(a − bMi)]

− 1

2π

∫ bM

−bM

db Re[Gi(−aM + bi)]. (C6)

The last two integrals are insensitive to the parameter f
(which can always be numerically tested), because they ac-
count for contributions from the states |ελ| ∼ aM , bM lying
far below the Fermi surface. This observation leads us to the

operational formula

Qtb(i) = 1

2π

∫ bM

−bM

db Re[Gi(μ + 0+ + bi)] + const. (C7)

To calculate Gi(z), we employ the recursive Green’s-function
method [70], which avoids a direct calculation of the inverse
of the huge Hamiltonian matrix.

APPENDIX D: 3D QHE IN THE ABSENCE
OF THE ORBITAL B-FIELD EFFECT

In Fig. 7(a) we show the band structure of our model in
the absence of the orbital B-field effect. It features the two
midgap modes of the R and L hinge states traversing the
surface gap and connecting the hinge modes with bulk surface
states. In Fig. 7(b) we show the right and left boundary charges
[defined within the same boundary regions as in Fig. 1(b)],
which receive contributions from all occupied states below the
chemical potential μ. They feature the linear dependencies
on f with the slope values −0.9859 and 0.9523, which are
complemented by the jumps of the corresponding sizes.

In the absence of the orbital B-field effect, there is no
plateau region of surface states connecting the R and L hinges.
Therefore, for the analytical explanation it is easier to consider
the total boundary charge and write it as a sum over all total
angular momenta

QR,L
B ( f ) =

∑
jz

[
Q̄R,L

B ( jz + f ) − Q̄R,L
B ( jz )

]
, (D1)

where Q̄R,L
B ( jz + f ) includes the sum over all bands and the

condition that the energy must be smaller than μ,

Q̄R,L
B ( j̃z ) =

∑
λ

�(μ − ελ( j̃z ))Q̄R,L
B,λ ( j̃z ). (D2)

To estimate the typical scale  jz on which Q̄R,L
B ( jz + f ) is

expected to vary on jz (up to jumps occurring when the energy
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FIG. 8. (a) Sketch of the half-disk. (b) Low-energy spectrum of the half-disk model at B �= 0 in units of spin-orbit energy εso. The
parameters we use here are δ = 3 εso, lB = lso, l0 = 0, r0 = 8 lso, and εZ = εso. The lattice constant is chosen to be a = lso/3. The chemical
potential is set to μ = 0. (c) Right and left boundary charges as functions of f feature the linear slopes with the values −0.9962 and 0.9993,
respectively, which are complemented by the unit jumps at the flux values f ∗

R ≈ 0.2 and f ∗
L ≈ 0.32. The width of the boundary regions is

d = 2.5 lso. The actual numerical summation runs over the jz range from −59.5 to 30.5, which is sufficient to ensure convergence.

of the highest valence band crosses the chemical potential),
we have to compare the scale of the momentum parallel to
the surface ∼ jz/l0 with various other inverse lengthscales
appearing in the Hamiltonian (A16) (such as εZ/α ∼ lso/l2

Z ,
m∗α = 1/lso, or

√
m∗δ). Since all these inverse lengthscales

are independent of l0, the scale  jz will always increase with
the torus radius l0 and we find, analogous to the arguments
presented in the main text, that the boundary charge QR,L

B ( f ) is
dominated by its linear term to any desired degree of accuracy
by increasing the torus radius. The linear behavior together
with the jump properties and the periodicity of QR,L

B ( f ) then
prove the universal slopes of QR,L

B ( f ) in the same manner as
discussed in the main text.

In the presence of strong orbital fields lB ∼ lZ we note that
the typical scale  jz arises from the combination jz + f +
Bx2/2 in the Hamiltonian (A16). With x = l0 + r sin θ and
B = 1/l2

B, we get

Bx2

2
= l2

0

2l2
B

+ rl0
l2
B

sin θ + r2

2l2
B

sin2 θ. (D3)

The first term leads to an unimportant shift of jz. With sin θ ∼
O(1) and r ∼ r0 < l0, the last two terms determine the scale
 jz ∼ l0r0/l2

B, which is of the order of the number of fluxes
threaded through the torus surface from the orbital field; cf.
the main text.

As a result, for any value of the orbital field B, we obtain
that the scale  jz increases linearly with the torus radius
l0. Therefore, the universal form of the boundary charge is
unaffected by the orbital effects. We note that our estimate of
the higher-order derivatives

dn

df n
QR,L

B ( f ) ∼ 1

( jz )n−1
(D4)

is quite conservative. The reason is that the sum over jz for the
higher-order derivatives ( d

d j̃z
)nQ̄R,L

B ( j̃z ), with n � 2, of (D1)
contains many terms with different signs that partially cancel
each other. This can be seen from replacing sums by integrals

and noting that the asymptotic values of ( d
d j̃z

)n−1Q̄R,L
B ( j̃z ),

with n � 2, go to zero for j̃z → ±∞. The same holds close
to the point where the highest valence band leads to a jump
of Q̄R,L

B ( j̃z ) when some hinge modes cross the chemical po-
tential. The variation in jz becomes very weak close to the
jumping point if the boundary region is chosen much larger
than the localization length of all hinge modes. The vanishing
integral of all higher-order derivatives with n � 2 then indi-
cates that also the sum is expected to be very small providing
another reason why the linear behavior is so robust with an
error expected to be even much smaller than 1/ jz. This is
indeed the case in Fig. 7, where  jz ∼ l0/lso = 10, but the
deviation from the linear behavior is much smaller than 10%.

APPENDIX E: 3D QHE IN THE SPHERICAL GEOMETRY

In Fig. 8 we show a two-dimensional projection of the
sphere in the right half-plane (x > 0, z) appearing in the form
of the half-disk. The model (with the magnetic orbital effects)
is equipped with the open boundary conditions along its whole
circumference including the vertical section. Vanishing of the
wave function on the vertical section is equivalent to drilling
an infinitesimally thin hole in the sphere, which allows for an
insertion of the AB flux.

The band structure shown in Fig. 8(b) features a distin-
guished band (marked in orange) of states residing along the
circumference of the half-disk. The states on the negative
gentle slope are the hinge states localized near the spherical
equator, while the states on the positive steep slope are spa-
tially localized along the vertical axis.

In Fig. 8(c) the right and left boundary charges in the
corresponding brown regions of the panel (a) are shown as
functions of f . They receive the whole contribution from
the orange band of the panel (b). The calculated slopes are
very close to the universal unit values, which is analytically
explained by the same arguments as in the torus case.
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